
Abstract We studied mechanisms of structural destabili-
zation of ocean island flanks by considering the linkage
between volcano construction and volcano destruction,
exemplified by the composite Teno shield volcano on
Tenerife (Canary Islands). During growth, Tenerife epi-
sodically experienced giant landslides, genetically asso-
ciated with rifting and preferentially located between
two arms of a three-armed rift system. The deeply erod-
ed late Miocene Teno massif allows insights into the rif-
ting processes, the failure mechanisms and related struc-
tures. The semicircular geometry of palaeo-scarps and
fracture systems, breccia deposits and the local dike
swarm reconfigurations delineate two clear landslide
scarp regions. Following an earlier collapse of the older
Los Gigantes Formation to the north, the rocks around
the scarp became fractured and intruded by dikes. Sub-
stantial lava infill and enduring dike emplacement in-
creased the load on the weak scarp and forced the flank
to creep again, finally resulting in the collapse of the
younger Carrizales Formation. Once more, the changing
stress field caused deformation of the nearby rocks, a
fracture belt formed around the scarp and dikes intruded
into new (concentric) directions. The outline, size and
direction of the second failed flank of Teno very much
resembles the first collapse. We suggest structural clues
concerning mechanisms of recurrent volcano flank fail-
ure, verifying the concept that volcano flanks that have
failed are prone to collapse again with similar dimen-
sions.

Keywords Canary Islands · Dike reconfiguration · 
Flank instability · Recurrent sector collapse · Volcano
spreading

Introduction

Volcanic islands are structurally unstable and thus sus-
ceptible to seaward-directed mass wasting. The lateral
collapse of huge sectors of a volcano can be highly de-
structive, and be manifested in debris avalanches, volca-
nic explosions and tsunamis. Despite the hazard-poten-
tial of volcanoes, the structural mechanisms relating to
the size, frequency and direction of giant landslides are
poorly understood.

Volcanoes are predisposed to spread outwards be-
cause of their topographic load and their intrusive com-
plexes that tend to decouple the stress field (Fiske and
Jackson 1972; Borgia 1994). Intrusions frequently form
rift zones, defined by parallel swarms of (feeder) dikes
and topographic ridges of aligned vents, which are prom-
inent structural features of ocean-island volcanoes (Still-
man 1987; Walker 1992). The lateral collapse of volca-
nic edifices is commonly structurally linked to those rift
zones (Siebert 1984).

To reconstruct the volcano-tectonic palaeo-stress field
controlling the emplacement of a dike-swarm, detailed
studies of dike arrangements are required. The direction
of a propagating dike typically tends to be perpendicular
to the minimum principal compressive stress, allowing
us to study the palaeo-stress relations within a volcanic
edifice at the time of dike emplacement (Anderson
1937). Structural field data have been used in the past to
study the tectonic evolution of the Canary Islands
(Schmincke 1968; Féraud et al. 1985; Stillman 1987;
Barrera et al. 1989; Carracedo 1994, 1996; Martí et al.
1997; Marinoni and Gudmundsson 2000). Some rift
zones formed during the entire evolution of a volcanic
island extending over 50 km from a nucleus (Fig. 1).
These rift zones are initiated most commonly during the
shield-building stage of an island and –once established–
imply the locations of unstable volcano sectors. On La
Palma, an unstable flank is sited normal to a major
north–south rift zone (Day et al. 1999). Failures of El
Hierro and Tenerife often bisect the angles formed by
two structural axes of persistent diking, whereas mag-
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matic activity concentrated along three structural axes to
form morphological ridges and triangular elongated edi-
fices (Navarro and Farrujia 1989; Carracedo 1994,
1996). The collapse of huge volcanic sectors into the sea
has produced additional serrate shorelines (Carracedo
1994; Krastel et al. 2001).

Here, we report the results of detailed field studies
that focus on the late Miocene basaltic shield of Teno
(northwestern Tenerife), with an attempt to infer the
palaeo-stress that constrained the brittle deformation and
several dike arrangements. Deep erosion of the Teno vol-
cano has revealed a relationship between dike emplace-
ment and major sector collapses. The data analysis of
~800 measured dikes and fractures allows us to estimate
the local tectonic evolution, which was significantly in-
fluenced by near-surface effects. We describe the sub-
stantial intrusive activity focused on the Teno rift zones,
and the modification of dike traces linked to recurrent
collapses of volcano sectors.

The aim of this study is to better understand the
mechanisms of volcano deformation and flank destabili-
zation, sector collapse and the structural aspects that act
together. This study may help to focus studies on volca-
nic edifices that are in-between two sector collapse
events.

Volcano-tectonic evolution of Tenerife
Tenerife is the highest island of the Canaries and is cen-
trally located in the Archipelago. The oldest subaerial
rocks of Tenerife are those of three separate basaltic
shield volcanoes on the corners of the island, composed
mainly of alkali basalts, basanite, ankaramite and minor
phonolite and trachyte, emplaced between 12 and 3.3 Ma
(Ancochea et al. 1990; Thirlwall et al. 2000). These
Miocene series expose at the eroded volcanic massifs
Roque del Conde, Anaga and Teno (Fig. 1). Mainly ba-
saltic and phonolitic eruptions formed the huge Las Cañ-
adas edifice, starting at around 3.5 Ma ago (Ancochea et
al. 1990; Martí et al. 1997). The volcano-tectonic evolu-
tion of this pivotal edifice was dominated by rifting,
which was concentrated in three rift arms that diverge
from the Las Cañadas center to the northeast, to the
northwest and to the south (Ancochea et al. 1990; Car-
racedo 1994). The internal structural design of Tenerife
was earlier inferred from gravity data, also showing den-
sity zones in triaxial geometry (McFarlane and Ridley
1968). However, the existence of an active southern rift
zone is questioned (cf. Martí et al. 1996). The main
structural axis of Tenerife during its Pliocene and Pleis-
tocene evolution is the southwest–northeast ridge 
(Cordillera Dorsal) between the Las Cañadas Volcano
and the Anaga Massif, forming basaltic lavas and scoria
cones. The major rifts of Tenerife overlap with shorter,
secondary structural axes (Fig. 1), probably defining sep-
arate volcanic centers (Navarro and Farrujia 1989; Na-
varro and Coello 1989), but flank collapses destroyed
large parts of such centers to form the scarps, e.g. of
Güimar and La Orotava. At least six north-directed flank

collapses have been documented (Ancochea et al. 1990;
Cantagrel et al. 1999; Hürlimann et al. 1999; Ablay and
Hürlimann 2000; Watts and Masson 2001) generating
submarine landslide deposits that cover several thou-
sands of square kilometers north of Tenerife (Teide
Group 1997; Watts and Masson 2001). The most recent
giant landslide formed when the upper part of the Las
Cañadas edifice failed ~0.18 Ma ago north of the present
scarp of the ‘Las Cañadas Caldera’ (Navarro and Coello
1989; Ancochea et al. 1990; Watts and Masson 2001),
interpreted by some authors as mainly caused by vertical
caldera collapse (Martí et al. 1997). A giant explosion
formed when the active magmatic/hydrothermal system
of the Las Cañadas volcano was decapitated, leaving 
an extremely widespread blast deposit on Tenerife
(Schmincke et al. 1999). The morphological Las Cañ-
adas depression was subsequently filled by the Teide-
Pico Viejo complex that towers 3,718 m high.

The episodes of volcano growth were periodically in-
terrupted by unstable flanks that failed seawards – a pro-
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Fig. 1 Location of the Canary Islands and structural axes of rift
zones (after Féraud et al. 1985; Carracedo 1996). Areal distribu-
tion of submarine debris avalanche, debris flow and slump depos-
its after Krastel et al. (2001). Enlarged inset showing Tenerife
with inferred structural axes and sites of lateral failures (after Na-
varro and Farrujia 1989; Carracedo 1994; authors’ unpublished re-
sults). Shaded areas represent the Miocene shield volcanoes of
Anaga, Roque del Conde and Teno



cess that had already affected late Miocene palaeo-Tene-
rife. Numerous dike swarms and fracture sets form struc-
tural unconformities in the Teno complex, which pre-
serve a complex record of volcano deformation. A
palaeo-stress reconstruction of the Miocene massifs,
Teno and Anaga, based on dikes and fault planes, re-
vealed extensional tectonics without traces of major
compression, inferring three major tectonic episodes: (1)
a pre-intrusive dip-slip fault extension trending NE–SW;
(2) an extension trending WNW–ESE with oblique to
strike-slip faulting; and (3) a strong late/post-intrusive
extension trending NE–SW (Marinoni and Gudmunds-
son 2000). Local influences on these deformational epi-
sodes related to sector collapses were, however, not con-
sidered. The origin of the reorientation of the stress field
principal axes was not established; it may include island-
size gravitational effects because of island growth.

The structure of Teno

The Teno massif in NW-Tenerife is strongly eroded, with
deep seaward-trending canyons (barrancos). The maxi-
mum elevation of ridges more than 1,300 m asl alternates
with 500-m-deep barrancos, frequently with >200-m-high
vertical cliffs that allow detailed structural analyses.

Neglecting minor post-Miocene volcanic and sedi-
mentary deposits, the Teno composite shield is largely
underlain by aa and pahoehoe basalt lavas erupted be-
tween 7.4 and 5.0 Ma, belonging to the ‘Old Basaltic Se-
ries’ of Tenerife (Ancochea et al. 1990). New geochro-
nological data indicate a very rapid history of Teno in
Messinian age, forming the vast bulk of the massif in a
time interval between 6.4 and 6.0 Ma (Thirlwall et al.
2000; Bogaard unpublished Ar-Ar data).

The Teno composite shield (see Table 1) is here re-
constructed using unconformity-bounded stratigraphic
units. An angular unconformity defines two subseries
for Teno, termed ‘lower sequence’ and ‘upper se-
quence’ by Ancochea et al. (1990). We identified two
irregular unconformities marked by individual polymict
debris deposits, separating three major evolutionary
stages of Teno. We here name the three series based on
well-exposed localities Los Gigantes Formation (LGF),
Carrizales Formation (CF) and El Palmar Formation
(EPF).

The Los Gigantes Formation largely forms the deeply
eroded cliff of Los Gigantes south of Teno Bajo in south-
western Teno (Fig. 2) by a sequence of predominantly
basaltic, <1-m-thick lava flows, which are frequently
clastic and dip up to 40° to the western shoreline. Red-
dish scoria deposits and local unconformities are com-
mon. Phonolites occur in the top of the formation such as
the up to 80-m-thick glassy phonolitic agglutinate with
discontinuous basaltic spatter lenses, at 700 m asl south-
east of the village of Mazca. Most of the Los Gigantes
Formation is formed by steeply inclined pahoehoe flows
and is covered unconformably by sub-horizontal lavas of
the Carrizales Formation. The unconformity separating

these two formations represents the trace of a ~6-Ma-old
landslide, and is marked by the presence of a polymict
breccia (Cantagrel et al. 1999). The lava flows of the
Carrizales Formation are mostly 1–2 m thick and are
characteristically rich in fresh olivine and pyroxene,
forming picritic lava flows (e.g. near the village of Los
Carrizales). In addition, the Carrizales Formation clearly
differs from the underlying lavas in showing fewer dikes
and scoria cones. A second angular unconformity separates
the Carrizales Formation from the overlying El Palmar
Formation (Fig. 3). The El Palmar Formation consists of
generally horizontal basaltic and minor phonolitic and
trachytic flows. The eroded formation is still >700 m
thick with an age at its top of ~5.0 Ma (Ancochea et al.
1990). 

Both unconformities are overlain by polymict debrites
defining abrupt scarps, which enclose horseshoe-shaped
areas similar in size and open towards the NNE. More-
over, the dip and strike of the unconformities is generally
very similar. We analyzed numerous fractures that char-
acterize the volcano deformation and the linked flank in-
stability. Dikes emplaced following flank failure intrud-
ed along new directions. Named by the formation that
failed, the first Teno sector collapse is called the Los
Gigantes collapse; the second collapse is the Carrizales
collapse. The arrangements of dikes and fractures are
tentatively grouped into pre- and post-collapse swarms
(Table 1). Analyzing the fractures, we distinguish be-
tween faults with a measurable displacement >5 cm, and
fractures with smaller displacements. Most fractures in
Teno, however, are joint sets without obvious mismatch.
The structural arrangement of dikes and displacing frac-
tures was studied in detail along nine profiles (Fig. 2d)
and statistically analyzed in stereographic projections
(Fig. 4).
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Table 1 Structural evolution of Teno. The three major stages of
Teno are unconformity bounded. Note the changing quantity of
dikes before and after a sector collapse event. The intrusive activi-
ty along the rift zones decreased, whereas concentric dike direc-
tions sequentially increased. The maximum extensional strain e
(%) measured by dikes was computed for 100-m profile units



Los Gigantes collapse

The western unconformity is marked by flat inclined in-
fill, as well as well-mixed, heterolithological debrites
(debris flows deposits) and local interbedded scoria de-
posits, inclined around 30° to the north-northeast (e.g.
1 km south of Los Carrizales). The lower part of scarp
infill is noteworthy; lava flows being very rich in phen-
ocrysts up to 3 cm in diameter and up to 50% of the

rocks volume. From base to about 80 m of infill thick-
ness, the petrography gradually changes from plagio-
clase-rich, towards olivine- and clinopyroxene-rich, pi-
critic and occasionally dunitic lava flows. Crystal segre-
gation, the absence of cooling units and load casts be-
tween the individual lava flows indicate low viscosity
and rapid eruption and emplacement of this sequence
following Carrizales collapse, possibly accelerated due
to a decompressed magmatic system. The subhorizontal
dip of the sequence suggests the eruptive center to have
been located inside the depression, refilling it from in-
side.

The debrite formed from the amphitheater down-
wards, accumulating up to 4 to 8 m thickness and dip-
ping towards the valley of El Palmar in the north-north-
east. The outline of this polymict debrite defines part of
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Fig. 2 Maps of Teno with a outline of the palaeo-scarps, b sum-
marizing dike orientations as measured in the field (solid lines)
and studied in aerial photographs (dashed lines), c isolines of dike
density, calculated for a 0.5-km grid, d locations of nine profiles
(A–I) studied in detail



Fig. 3 Photograph of Teno un-
conformities. On the left, steep-
ly seaward-dipping Los Gigan-
tes Formation (LGF) is uncon-
formably overlain by the sub-
horizontal Carrizales Forma-
tion (CF). About 300 m east-
ward, a second debrite outlines
the Carrizales collapse scarp,
overlain by the El Palmar For-
mation (EPF). Photo is taken
from Cruz de Gilda to the
northwest (view inset)
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a horseshoe-shaped amphitheater (Fig. 2). Clasts reach
decimeters in size and are mostly basaltic, the ten largest
clasts in a 10-m2 area ranging from 0.12 to 0.33 m.

The underlying Los Gigantes Formation lavas close to
the unconformity are fractured. The fractures decrease in
quantity and are offset with increasing distance from the
unconformity. The orientation of the fractures is diffuse
close to the breccia. Independent of displacement rates,
the direction of the fractures is mainly scarp-parallel at a
distance of 50 m west of the unconformity. East–west-
directed fractures are also common, dipping 60–90°. In
contrast, the dip of widespread scarp-parallel fractures is
generally less inclined (50–80°), with dip lines towards
and away from the unconformity. Scarp-parallel faults
have minor dip-slip fault offsets (<1 m) and form syn-
thetic and antithetic faults and small horst and graben
structures.

The unconformity (scoria/lapilli and debrite deposits),
as well as overlying lava flows of the Carrizales Forma-
tion, are brittle deformed by at least one younger volca-
no-tectonic episode that produced shear zones and slick-
ensides (Fig. 5). Several clasts of the debrite are broken
and shear zones of the overlying Carrizales lavas indi-
cate shear sense ‘top toward the northeast’. Normal
faulting was thus accomplished near this discordance af-
ter the formation of the scarp and after substantial re-
loading, indicating a further stage of northeast–south-
west extension, with the hanging wall being located
again on the northeast side.

Carrizales collapse

The scarp-replenishment lavas (Carrizales Formation)
end unconformably at a second debrite (Fig. 3). The
Carrizales debrite resembles the Los Gigantes debrite,
being wet deposited in several episodes into a scarp. The
thickness of the entire breccia unit reach about 35 m near
Mazca and 20 m near Santiago del Teide. Clast sizes
reach more than 1.5 m. Beside basaltic clasts, numerous
clasts are rich in mafic phenocrysts (>30% Ol + Px) sim-

ilar to the picritic flows of the Carrizales Formation. The
diameter of the ten largest clasts on a 100-m2 area is
about 0.4 m on average. At elevations of 600–700 m
(next to Mazca), the debrite dips about 35° to northeast.
The unconformity is traceable for more than 7 km, encir-
cling a second horseshoe-shaped amphitheater with an
enclosed area of ~50 km2. At deeper levels, the Carriz-
ales debrite is largely concordant to the older one and lo-
cally has eroded into it. The horizontal distance between
the bases of both unconformities varies, but reaches
more than 1 km north of Carrizales. Assuming a mean
parallel dip of both unconformities of 35° slightly flat-
tening to the northeast, and a horizontal distance of
1 km, the thickness of the Carrizales Formation would
originally have exceeded ~700 m.

Close to the unconformity beneath the El Palmar For-
mation, the Carrizales Formation lavas are strongly
crashed; abundant small-scale fracture-sets disrupt the
older lavas and dikes. About 50 m west of the unconfor-
mity, joint sets without obvious mismatch show average
joint spacing on a 10-m transect of ~0.04 m (Fig. 6a).
Younger dikes and sills are intruded erratically, and are
mainly parallel to the main fracture direction surround-
ing the scarp. Several dikes are largely unfractured apart
from cooling joints, thus younger than the second main
fracture event and clearly re-used the structural zones of
weaknesses. More than 200 m west of the unconformity,
fracture spacing increases and the strike and dip arrange-
ment becomes less chaotic (Fig. 6b). The number of
joints decreases significantly and average joint spacing is
about 0.35 m. Steeply 60–90° dipping faults show gener-
ally displacements of only some centimeters and include
polished surfaces. Normal faults can rarely be traced for
more than 50 m. Some normal faults show offsets of sev-
eral meters, defining horst and graben structures and/or
large blocks (e.g. east of Los Carrizales) of occasionally
>1,000 m3, which slumped to the north and east. The di-
rection of extension causing this brittle deformation was
northeast–southwest.

Also the debrite and magmatic replenishment of the
Carrizales collapse is locally faulted by a local tectonic



event after subsequent infill, implying a volcano sector
that was once more unstable and slightly creeping.

Teno rift zones

Teno was subjected to intense rifting before and after the
northeastern sector failed. Before the edifice collapsed,
at least two rift-arms converged, defining an eruptive fo-
cus centered about 2 km north–northeast of the present

village of Mazca (Fig. 2b). Away from the rift zones,
dikes decrease in quantity and tend to intersect and
crosscut dikes of the adjacent rift zone. The rift zones
define two structural axes, showing (1) a general
north–south trend of dikes south of Mazca, with up to
one-third of the rock volume being intrusive, and (2) a
northwest–southeast trend toward Teno Bajo. A vague
third southwest–northeast dike trend is largely covered
and/or poorly developed (Fig. 2b, c). Both collapses of
the northern sector of Teno wiped out the nucleus of the
rift system, as well as large parts of the rift-axes (Fig. 2).

To estimate the dilation caused by dike emplacement
(see Marinoni 2001), we measured the thickness T of a
dike, the azimuth α of the computed dilation, and the
strike of the dike β, giving the absolute dilation D by
D=Tsin(α–β). For estimating the dilation of several
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Fig. 4 Schmidt’s projections, rose and contour diagrams for dikes
and fractures in nine profiles through Teno massif indicated as A–I
(see Fig. 2d). n Number of measurements; D dikes; F faults (white
circles) and fractures (black dots)



dikes, the cumulative dilation was computed by the
change in length (∂L) of a profile unit. This allows ex-
tensional strain computation e=∂L/L, expressed as a per-
centage change in length. All measured orientations were
corrected by the magnetic declination values, using the
GEOMAG routine (US Geological Survey) based on the
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Fig. 4 Legend see page 620
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Fig. 5a Dark, very thin discontinuous pahoehoe lavas of the Los
Gigantes Formation cut by light-colored dikes (Valley of Mazca,
220 m asl). b Debrite and scoria/lapilli deposits, defining the Los
Gigantes collapse unconformity, intruded by dikes (0.5 km south
of the village of Los Carrizales). c Picrites of the Carrizales For-
mation cut by four dikes of the Mazca rift zone. Locality along

road profile D. d Dikes grading into columnar sills cut by younger
dike in Carrizales Formation. Along road Mazca–Los Carrizales. 
e Fault zone displacing Carrizales debrites down to the NE (sector
creep). Locality is east of Los Carrizales. f Debrites of Carrizales
scarp, 30° dip to NE. Outcrop 0.5 km north of Mazca. LGF Los
Gigantes Formation; CF Carrizales Formation



current International Geomagnetic Reference Field
(IGRF).

Below, we describe both main rifting trends with an
attempt to separate arrangements of structures (dikes,
fractures) that formed because of sector-collapse mecha-
nisms.

The Mazca rift zone

North–south-trending dikes are mostly basaltic and fre-
quently picritic, generally 0.6–0.8 m thick and show
very constant orientations, especially in the southern
sector (profile A). The dike quantity slightly increases
with depth in this dike swarm and towards the inner
north–south axis. In 100-m traverses, the large quantity
of dikes illustrates an extensional strain of more than
e=25%, computed for an area south of Mazca (Fig. 2c).
Profile B shows slightly diverging orientations of dikes
close to the sea, here trending more NNE–SSW. Most
dikes near the shoreline of Barranco de Mazca (western
profile B) are vertical (Fig. 5), but some (14 dikes) 
dip towards the sea with 50–70°. Significant post-intru-
sive fracturing is not obvious in the western part of 
the rift zone. Profiles B and D in total (mean dike
thickness T'=0.7 m) show a horizontal east–west exten-
sion normal to the rifting axis of ∂LB+ ∂LD=125 m.
These profiles, however, only resemble the western part
of the north–south Mazca rift. Thus, an extension ex-
ceeding 200 m is more likely for the entire Mazca rift
zone.

Both landslide-related unconformities are accompa-
nied by an immediate change in dike quantity and orien-
tation. The dike quantity of the Mazca Rift Zone abrupt-
ly decreases from a maximum e of 28% in the Los 
Gigantes Formation to at most 3% within the El Palmar
Formation (Fig. 2c). The intrusive activity of the Mazca
Rift Zone into the intermediate Carrizales Formation is
difficult to determine because this sequence is largely
missing because of the younger landsliding. Following
the Carrizales sector collapse, two additional trends of
dikes and fractures formed concurrently to the moderate-
ly ongoing north–south dike intrusion. Near the Carrizales
unconformity, one of these new trends is subparallel to
the scarp (profiles C–F). Profile C comprises 90 mea-
surements of dikes (18) and fractures (72), showing
trends from N015° to N110° (Fig. 4). In profile C, the
Mazca rift axis no longer prevails in the El Palmar For-
mation. The bulk intrusive activity of the Mazca Rift
Zone was thus earlier than the Carrizales collapse.

The number of fractures increases significantly to-
ward this unconformity in profiles C–F. The mean frac-
ture directions are N110° (profile C), N30° and N175°
(profile D), N130° (profile E) and N170° (profile F).
Profile D west of the unconformity along the road cut
between Mazca and Degollada de Cherfe also shows a
general north–south (N170°) dike arrangement of the
Mazca Rift Zone. In total, a local bimodal arrangement
is shown by the structural data near the unconformities
(profiles C–D, Fig. 4), moreover, thin sills (<30 cm) are
common along profile D (Fig. 5). Because of the system-
atic variance of fractures near an unconformity, the brit-
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Fig. 6 Photographs of fracture
belt near Los Carrizales, 
a at 50 m distance and 
b at 200 m distance from the
unconformity. The fracture
spacing decreases with decreas-
ing distance to the Carrizales
collapse amphitheater



tle deformation is likely related to sector failure rather
than to rifting. Marinoni and Gudmundsson (2000) ana-
lyzed the same road cut (our profile D) and also found a
general northeast–southwest extension. Moreover, dikes
younger than the majority of Mazca Rift dikes have ori-
entations very much resembling those of the fractures
(Fig. 4). The post-Carrizales collapse maximum horizon-
tal extensional strain measured by concentric dikes was
only 5% near Mazca.

The north–south dikes maintain their vertical dip
away from the main intrusive axis of the Mazca rift
zone, but decrease in quantity and crosscut, and are
crosscut by dikes of the accompanying northwest–south-
east rift. In the Los Gigantes Formation, profile E sum-
marizes the data in the distal part of two main rift zones
of Teno, with intersecting trends of the (here minor de-
veloped) Mazca rift and the northwest–southeast-direct-
ed dikes.

Teno Bajo rift zone

This northwest–southeast trend dissects the succession
by hundreds of dikes, presumably jointly responsible for
the northwest elongated morphological shape of Teno.
The basaltic dikes are generally thinner than 1 m, where-
as more evolved trachyandesitic to phonolitic dikes

(mostly outcropping near the northern shoreline) reach
more than 6 m, with multiple dikes more than 12 m in
width. The dike direction did not change significantly
following the Los Gigantes collapse. However, broad
outcrops of the Teno Bajo Rift Zone are limited to north-
western Teno Alto and to the area north of the village
Los Carrizales. They have since became covered or ob-
scured by younger volcanic episodes. Both unconformi-
ties result in a sudden discontinuity of the north-
west–southeast dike quantity. Intrusion continued, with
pronounced dike emplacement in the Carrizales Forma-
tion (Fig. 7).

Following the Carrizales collapse and the El Palmar
Formation, intruding dikes crosscut the pre-collapse
dikes of the Teno Bajo Rift Zone at an acute angle.
These reconfigured dikes may imply that the structural
axis of the rift rotated slightly (10–30°) after sector col-
lapse(s) (Fig. 7). Profile F summarizes trends of dikes
oriented generally N125°. From the sum of 96 dikes, 
71 dikes with an average T=0.8 m show a north-
east–southwest extension of about ∂L=57 m. An exten-
sional strain for 21 scarp-circumscribing dikes that in-
truded the Carrizales Formation of ∂L=25 m in direction
ENE–WSW is computed. The El Palmar Formation is in-
truded by only a small number of northwest–southeast
dikes of the Teno Bajo Rift Zone (profile F). Hence, the
activity of the Teno Bajo Rift decreased in this region,
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Fig. 7 Photograph taken from
La Tabaiba to the northwest
(view insert), showing Carriz-
ales and El Palmar Formation,
separated by Carrizales debrites
(CD). Dike swarm of the Teno
Bajo Rift (TBR) is clearly cut-
off at the unconformity. Young-
er dikes intruded concentrically
(C) and, to a lesser degree, ra-
dially (R) into the El Palmar
and Carrizales Formation. The
debrite of the older Los Gigan-
tes collapse crops out ~1 km
west of CD



whereas the amount of concentric dike trends increases
(Fig. 7). Concentric dikes are slightly curved and/or ar-
ranged in an en–echelon fashion close to the weakened
unconformity. Towards the northern shoreline of Teno,
the quantity of dikes that circumscribes the scarp of the
sector-collapses decreases (compare with profile G),
whereas the N130° Teno Bajo Rift trend prevails (profile
H). Moreover, dikes in the large valley of El Palmar are
also generally oriented comparable to the Teno Bajo Rift
Zone, suggesting an extension directed northeast–south-
west, there still existing after the bulk of the El Palmar
Formation had been emplaced.

The fracture belt(s)

The spacing of fractures along individual profiles is gen-
erally inhomogeneous. Most profiles located radially
away from landslide unconformities show a decrease in
fracture quantity. A characteristic 100-m traverse unit of
profile A did not reveal significant fracturing. In con-
trast, a 100-m unit of profile C, D or eastern profile B
exposes displacing fracture quantities that range on aver-
age from 20 (B) to 50 (C) fractures. Profile-parallel frac-
tures may have been underestimated, however.

Because fracturing within the rift zones is negligible
at a distance from the scarps, rifting as a main cause for
fracturing seems unlikely (profiles A and H). Moreover,
fracturing increases with decreasing distance from the
unconformities and thus reflects the large structural in-
fluence of the unstable northern flank of Teno. In close-
up, the fracture quantity increases from west towards the
first unconformity (Los Gigantes collapse), then slightly
decreases, and strongly increases again towards the sec-
ond unconformity formed by the Carrizales collapse. In
the El Palmar Formation, fracture spacing is large again.
Sorting out the trends of the rift zones, the orientation of
the fractures of profiles B–G show two main trends: con-
centric and diffuse-radial relative to the unconformi-
ty(ies). This fracture belt with bimodal orientations re-
sembles those non-rift-trends of dikes near the unconfor-
mities.

Discussion

Volcano sector collapse associated with rift zone-bound-
ed flanks is one of the most common destructive events
during the evolution of volcanic oceanic islands (Siebert
1984). Giant landslides in the Canary Islands are thought
to be triggered by accumulative tensional stresses, which
include long-lasting stresses resulting from progressive
edifice growth/construction, cumulative stresses by dike
intrusions plus ephemeral stresses such as local seismi-
city (Carracedo 1994).

In Teno, a Miocene composite shield volcano in
northwestern Tenerife, three successive formations are
separated by landslide unconformities, indicating episod-
ically alternating constructive and destructive evolution-

ary stages. The rapidity of these constructive and de-
structive events is remarkable, including at least two gi-
ant landslides and subsequent huge scar replenishments,
all probably within less than 0.5 Ma (age data of Thirl-
wall et al. 2000; Bogaard, unpublished data). The north-
ern and southern regions of Teno were under different
extensional stress fields, being east–west in southern and
northeast–southwest in central and northern Teno. There
is no evidence for regional tectonic influences to have
affected the entire Teno shield. The tensional stresses are
constrained by two main rift zones (north–south and
northwest–southeast); a (minor) third northeast–south-
west rift zone may have been active as a local tension
consequence of the compression induced by dilation of
the two main rift zones. Dike emplacement rates along
the rift zones decreased with time, showing the main ten-
sional stress to have acted prior the recurrent lateral col-
lapse.

The establishment and orientation of a fractured belt
flanking the sector collapse-related palaeo-scarps on
Teno shows no structural relationship with preceding rift
zone positions and dike directions. Such fracture zones
may be the combined result of localized fault zones with
a set of associated shear fractures formed by a progres-
sive creeping sector, followed by rapid decompression of
initially underlying parts during sector collapse. Along
the profiles, the quantity of faults and fractures as op-
posed to the quantity of dikes varies strongly and thus al-
lows a definition of the site of maximum brittle deforma-
tion (profiles C, D) to have been located between the vil-
lages of Mazca and Los Carrizales. Here, moreover, nu-
merous thin sills were intruded into the Carrizales For-
mation beneath the unconformity (Fig. 5). Some sills are
strongly fractured, others not, indicating intrusive activi-
ty prior and subsequent to the Carrizales collapse, possi-
bly further weakening or lubricating the décollement.

The Carrizales Formation lavas, in particular, are in-
creasingly fractured with decreasing distance to the sec-
ond unconformity. The concentric and subordinate radial
structural systems delineating the scarp are in part simi-
lar to configurations known from structural doming. In
the landslide case of Teno, however, the concentric trend
clearly prevails. Such a horseshoe-shaped structural pat-
tern of dikes and fractures provides a clue to the hidden
unstable flank and/or palaeo-scarp location. In northern
Teno, the Los Gigantes and Carrizales sector collapse
scarps are largely covered or eroded by smaller land-
slides and, thus, are difficult to define. However, some of
the dike and fracture trends are apparently semi-concen-
tric, suggesting the continuation of the buried unconfor-
mities to be located nearby (Figs. 2 and 4). Based on the
structural pattern around the rim of ancient headwalls in
Teno, we suggest that if dikes and fractures on volcano
flanks do not fit the general tectonic and/or rift zone pat-
tern, the nearby site of an ancient sector collapse or
creeping flank should be considered.

Fiske and Jackson (1972) showed that the orientation
and evolution of a dike swarm depends upon near-sur-
face stress fields; hence stress field changes because of
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volcano flank instability may adjust their orientation.
This relationship has been demonstrated for the lateral
failure of Valle del Bove on Etna (McGuire et al. 1990)
and Sciara del Fuoco on Stromboli (Tibaldi 2001), illus-
trating dike re-orientation, with the overall elongation of
the swarm approximately following the rim of the head-
wall (Fig. 8). In Teno, new dike directions were estab-
lished close to the unconformities, indicating a local
change of the palaeo-stress field at the time of dike em-
placement. Recurrent sector collapse events at Stromboli
Volcano took place whenever the scarp-replenishing se-
quence reached an almost similar height and volume 
(Tibaldi 2001). In Teno, the outline of the first collapse
largely encircles the younger scarp in plan view; thus the
first collapse was the largest, a structural relationship
similar to that on Stromboli (Tibaldi 2001). When the ac-
cumulating mass of scarp-replenishments reaches a criti-
cal threshold, the edifice could collapse solely under its
own load (cf. Voight and Elsworth 1997). Presumably,
the intensely fractured zone surrounding the palaeo-scarp
in Teno underlies the former décollement also at depth,
and mechanically influenced the edifice stability when
reloaded by younger formations. A similar zone of
weakness could have been involved in recurrent sector
failures of Stromboli. The semi-concentric dike orienta-
tions in Teno reflect an extensional stress close to the
scarps, which is most pronounced after infill/replenish-
ment of the depression (Fig. 9). The semi-concentric
dike orientation indicates lateral creeping of the replen-
ishing sequence. The most vulnerable surface for this de-
tachment is assumed to be the destabilized and fractured
neighborhood of the earlier sector collapse footwall.
Moreover, the influence of the weak zone in Teno may
have become amplified by alteration, resulting in a re-
duction in confined and unconfined rock strength, cohe-
sion, friction and unit weight (Hürlimann et al. 1999;
Watters et al. 2000). The concentric direction of younger
dikes, thus, may well be a response of recurrent sector
creep and – once established – increases the stress acting
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Fig. 8a Map showing the traces of dikes emplaced on the upper
southeastern flank of Etna between 1978 and 1991 as inferred
from deformation measurements. Modified after Ferrari et al.
(1991) and McGuire et al. (1997). b The Sciara del Fuoco depres-
sion is related to multiple sector collapses (after Tibaldi 2001).
Dike swarms of Neostromboli material on both sides of the Sciara
indicate that zones of weakness already developed during that pe-
riod, probably heralding the collapse

Fig. 9 Cycle of volcano construction and destruction. The grow-
ing load of the volcano causes gravitational spreading, expansion
and focuses rifting. When the stability threshold is exceeded, the
flank fails and collapses into the sea. This mass wasting is often
accompanied by a change in stress field orientation, decompres-
sion of the magmatic system and rapid scarp infill. Subsequent
scarp-replenishment emplaced on top of the earlier debrites and
the structurally weakened footwall. The increasing load gradually
enhances flank creep and dike reorientation. The stability is again
surpassed and recurrent sector collapse occurs, recycling the for-
mer décollement vicinity. This cycle may be repeated several
times, or stops if magmatic activity and loading decline. LGF Los
Gigantes Formation; CF Carrizales Formation; EPF El Palmar
Formation



on the encircled flank. Probably the infilled scarp slight-
ly sagged due to its load, producing a lateral creep in the
former scarp region – there resulting in extension that
might be interpreted as structures that form by an abort-
ed landslide. 

The Carrizales collapse scarp was replenished by la-
vas of the El Palmar Formation that reached a thickness
of >700 m. Although this replenishment was volumi-
nous, it did not fail in a third giant NNW-directed flank
collapse. Our dike data imply that the highest intrusion
rates occurred prior to the Carrizales collapse. The north-
western flank of the El Palmar Formation was initially
creeping, and then intrusive activity parallel the scarp
largely stopped. Conceivably, the load was not suffi-
ciently high to cause failure, whereas intrusions and ac-
companied pressure variances could no more lubricate
the weak zone beneath. The subaerial structure of the
Teno edifice was henceforth principally stable, the stabil-
ity being enhanced by a decrease in eruption rates.

Conclusion

Geometrically similar giant landslides took place in the
northern part of the Miocene Teno shield volcano com-
plex on Tenerife, defining three unconformity-bounded
formations (LGF, CF, EPF). Two main rift zones indicate
generally contemporaneous extensions that are north-
east–southwest in northern and east–west in southern
Teno, and most of those dikes were emplaced prior to the
Carrizales flank failure.

Recurrent landslide mass transfer caused intense frac-
turing in the normal fault footwall, shown in Teno as a
girdle of fractures that delineates the landslide scarp.
Subsequently, younger lavas of the replenishment phase
were largely positioned on the structurally weak plane. A
volcano sector situated on such a potential décollement
is most susceptible to become the site of future flank col-
lapses or flank creep. Recurrent episodes of volcano con-
struction and destruction are escorted by a change of the
direction of dikes in Teno, reorganizing from narrow rift
zones to semi-concentric dike arrangements encircling
the palaeo-scarps. The recurrent volcano landslides
largely changed the structural configuration and thus the
subsequent evolution of the volcano.
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